
Less teaching, more learning



Who owns the content?
We need to forget about content. Today almost everything is available online. Google offers you all the 
content, data or information that you may need. 

What is going on in education?

The world is changing
And this change has to have an impact on learning. Learning  has to be continuous, collaborative and 
motivational.

Scalable training
In this world of globalization, we need a learning model that is scalable. One that allows us to teach many 
students at one time with the least possible workload for teachers, while maintaining good quality.



Poor e-learning experiences
Most e-learning experiences are low quality, and this results in users not trusting 
e-learning very much.

What is going on in e-learning

Why doesn’t e-learning work?
Because it has always been focused on content and not on the student’s learning 
process and motivation, prioritizing quantity over quality.

Lack of focus on emotions
The e-learning environment has always being cold and uncomfortable A place 
where learning is hard and usually boring.  Engagement and student motivation 
are usually out of scope.



So, why NeuroK?

Method 
changing

Neuroscience applied to teaching, 
shows us how the brain actually 
learns and therefore, we need to 

change the way we teach.

Motivation at 
the core

We provide teachers with tools 
that will help them manage and 

nourish student motivation, so that 
they can learn by doing. 

Collaborative 
learning

The best way to learn is peer to 
peer. Having conversations with 

fellow students and teachers, 
collaborating the same way we do 

on social networks.



The teacher’s criteria

Motivation manager
What motivates students? Why are they taking the course? The teacher needs 
to find a motivational trigger, that will then spark the student’s interest within 
the Unit.

Recommended content
In every Unit everyone can contribute with any kind of content, but it is the 
teacher’s responsibility to mark content that is relevant for the learning goals.

Evaluation criteria
Teachers design Activities with clear objectives that are linked to the evaluation 
criteria that will help the student understand what is relevant, and also help him 
to evaluate other students, a very powerful learning tool. The course 

manager



NeuroK is organized in courses, each course works like a social 

network, a learning community. Every course is then organized in Units 

and Activities, and each of them have their own timeline. 

NeuroK is a mixture of Twitter and Facebook.

Everything published in a course is visible for every member of the community, 
like  on Twitter, but you will only see the contributions from people that you follow 
in your timeline.

Comments and conversations are like on Facebook, with no limitations in size or 
format (links, videos, docs, images, etc. ) for your argumentations.

The timeline is the core element of NeuroK. A place where you can debate, share 
and learn.

How is NeuroK organized?



A unit is made up of:

● Motivational content that will spark interest and 
debate.

● The Unit’s timeline.

Content can be added by teachers or students, but only the 

teachers can flag a piece of content as relevant, so that it 
will then be stored in the course’s library.

Teachers must moderate and manage the conversation. 
They are the ones that define whether something is 
relevant for the course or not.

How do you organize a Unit?

A course is organized in Units, which are aligned 

with learning target.



In the timeline the participants can contribute with a new 
content. 

These are the types of content you can contribute:

● Write your opinion, it's like writing a post or article.

● Upload a file, a document, presentation, pdf, image 
(jpg, gif)...

● Share a link, an article, a reference, a YouTube video 
or a video. 

Every unit has its own timeline or debate. 

Contribute to your timeline



Every Unit has its own timeline. 

Contribute to your timeline

In the timeline the participants can contribute a new opinion, 
document or link. Comment a thread already created or evaluate a 
content uploaded by another. Or give a Like to a participant.  

On each of them fellow students can:

● Rate it, (-2 to 2) explaining why

● Comment on it 

● Like

And the  can  the content. This represents 10 
points for the student who shared the content, and it will also be 
saved in the "Recommended" tab of their Unit.

Everything you do in NeuroK is going to give you participation 
points that are added to each student’s record. 

https://neurok.es/en/faq-category?include_category=how-does-neurok-work
https://neurok.es/en/faq-category?include_category=how-does-neurok-work


They are designed by the teacher to offer opportunities for 
learning by doing individually or in groups. The key 
elements are:

● Evaluation criteria: letting the students know what 
is relevant and what is not in the activity.

● Peer evaluation: having students evaluating the 
activities uploaded by peers.

● Evaluations are visible, and each has its own 
timeline where students can conversate about the 
job done.

● Uploading an activity or participating in the 
evaluation’s uploads will also add points to the 
student record.

How do you organize a 
Activity?
Activities are linked to a unit.



Activity  type: 

● Delivery of a normal activity.
● Delivery of a test type activity.

Delivery type:   

● Individual: Made by an individual student. 
● Group: The platform will assign students a random 

working group that can be later modified by teachers. 

Type of evaluation: 

● Teacher’s evaluation.
● Peer evaluation.

Activity options in NeuroK
The design of activities is the teacher’s responsibility, as well as defining the evaluation criteria.

All evaluations are public, and a student can be allowed to submit 
his/her activity several times.



Helping the teacher

Statistics: 
NeuroK gives participation points that 
help the student understand how 
he/she is doing.

This allows the teacher to understand 
participation levels and hence manage 
the learning process.

Student tracking: 
NeuroK records all the activity of each 
student.

Teachers can quickly see which students 
are more active in the platform, which 
units register more interaction, or likes. 
There many stats to help the teacher 
understand what is going on in the 
community in a quick look.

Helping teachers manage motivation

Unit Scheduling: 
Teachers can create units and activities and 
program when they will be published and made 
available for the course participants.



Tag cloud

What is being discussed on the course?

Tag cloud:

NeuroK will show a cloud of the most used words in the course. The 
most used words are shown bigger. 

Target tag cloud:

Teachers can create a list of target words that student’s                                                                                                                                                     
activity should include, and then quickly see the differences among 
what he think is desirable and the reality check of the words actually 
used by students.

This analysis can be done by unit, student or course.

The tag cloud helps teacher identify the keywords used in the course.



Social graph

Who is the key influencer on the course?

Every course has its own social graph:

Based on networks’ science and theory, a teacher can 
understand who are the key influencer in his community.
Learn who is disconnected from the group or who is the most 
influential student.

NeuroK can filter graphs:

● By Units.

● By user.

● By type of event. 

Easily understand who is relating to who and how.



More advantages and features of the platform

Notifications: Each user can select the 
channel: app, mail, web or telegram bot.

Mentions: Mention someone the same 
way you do on FaceBook or Twitter.

Telegram Bot: Receive notifications in 
your telegram account.

Chat: Privately with other 
students or teachers

Messages: Teachers can always send 
broadcast messages to all the group 
that will be notified on the different 
channels.

Travel to the past: If a student has been 
away for a while, he can always travel back 
in time and check what was going on in the 
platform a week or 2, or 3 ago.



Thank you!!!
info@neurok.es


